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I

just returned from almost three weeks away from the park.
Most of the time was spent on vacation, but the final few
days were spent contending with oppressive sleep deprivation
caused by jet lag. Brutal as it was, the fatigue was worth it as I
experienced a lifetime highlight while watching my son Alex
cross the stage when he graduated with honors from Yale-NUS
College in Singapore. Aside from that parental thrill a second
highlight was watching as a Green sea turtle laid more than
90 eggs on a sandy beach on a small island off the east coast
of Malaysia. Because this species of sea turtle is endangered
and the eggs and hatchlings face numerous obstacles, a team
of turtle conservationists
spend the entire nesting
season managing the
eggs and releasing
the hatchlings back
to the sea. On Pulau
Pernthian Basar there
Green Sea Turtle
(Chelonia mydas)

Oriental Whipsnake
(Ahaetulla prasina)

were no roads, no cars,
Monitor Lizard
(Ahaetulla prasina)
no loud motorbikes,
nor domestic pets.
Rather all we saw were 6’ monitor lizards, neon green Oriental
Whipsnakes that blended perfectly with their habitat, tropical
birds like the large and loud Imperial Pigeon, an endemic
species of Dusky leaf-Monkeys otherwise known as Spectacled
Langurs and tons of tropical fish including Barracuda
and Black-tipped Sharks. It was truly an idyllic week and
undoubtedly a memorable graduation present for Alex.
Speaking of eggs, for our Earth Day planting project we
purchased 5 cubic yards of soil (which amounted to a huge
overflowing pile) to augment the native soil. One day park aide
Laurel was “playing in the dirt” when she unearthed a couple of
egg clutches. Although covered with specks of dirt, the 20 or
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so eggs were pure white and just bigger than the size of a jelly
belly. It seemed likely that the eggs were laid in the dirt after
they arrived here, but the question was…by who? I sent some
photos to a reptile friend who suggested either a Southern
Alligator Lizard or an Orange-throated Whiptail as a likely
candidate so I did some research. Southern Alligator Lizards
hibernate underground during the winter, emerging in spring
to mate. These large local lizards can get up to 12” in length
and lay from 5 to 20 eggs between May and July. Normally
the eggs are deposited in rock crevices or rodent burrows, but
maybe… mounds of soil? After about 11 weeks, the lizards
hatch beginning life as wee creatures at just over an inch and
about two ounces. The Orange-throated Whiptail mama is
thought to deposit her eggs in loose, well-aerated soil. These
super long-tailed lizards emerge from hibernation in February
or March and begin breeding in May. Each clutch contains just
a few leathery-shelled eggs that hatch almost two months later.
So, neither of these species seems to fit the picture; one lizard
is known to lay a lot of eggs in rock crevices or rodent burrows,
while the other is believed to lay few eggs, but in soil. And to
complicate matters, Western Skink mamas build nest chambers
that are several centimeters deep in loose moist soil and lay 2-6
eggs but not until June and July with the young hatching later
in summer. So, if not one of those reptile suspects – then who
laid those eggs? The mystery will stay just that!
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It must be the time of year, because I have but one more egglaying animal tale. The Bonnin Western Screech Owlets are
back for another year of rearing in the Eucalyptus tree just
fingertips away
from our back
deck. For several
years now, a
female has nested
in a hole in our
neighbor’s house
(they have no
idea) with her
body wedged
inside and just her
cute little head,
like a gargoyle,
Western Screech Owl
sticking out. One
(Megascops kennicottii)
day, I stepped
onto the deck and
there were three pair of bright yellow eyes, and three small
fluffy chicks watching my every move. Had I noticed the
telltale sign of dried white owl poop dripping from the tree
leaves I would have known they were there (always the first
clue). The birds are superbly camouflaged with streaked
brown-gray-white feathers, but those beaming fluorescent
eyes are an obvious giveaway. This year, we only saw three
chicks, but females typically lay between 2-6 eggs that hatch
about one month later. The male and female work together
during the nesting season with the male providing food (they
are carnivores and eat mostly small rodents) while the female
incubates the eggs and rears the chicks. For the first three
weeks mama is diligent and stays constantly with the young,
then, as they get a bit older, she takes longer and longer
breaks away and helps her partner find food. Even before the
owlets can fly well, they leave the nest and ultimately stay
about five more weeks with the parents. I was just so
delighted to have this nature experience in my own backyard
and glad the Western Screech Owls felt comfortable and safe
enough to return for another nesting season.
A week or so before our first owl spotting, John and I watched
a terrified Virginia Opossum perch motionless, as in a trance,
on a branch outside our deck. At first, a pair of American Crows
flanked the terrified marsupial, and were likely the reason for
its terror, but after a short while the crows flew off. Opossums
are food for plenty of animals including foxes, coyotes, bobcats,
and Great-horned Owls, but American Crows? A more likely
scenario is that as an omnivore, the opossum was sniffing

around too close
to a crow’s nest
and smacking
its lips for a meal
of crow eggs or
chicks. Whatever
was going on,
true to opossum
form it remained
Virginia Opossum
for at least an
(Didelphis virginiana)
hour in the same
frozen position
once the crows flew off, until it slowly began descending from
the branch. These marsupials are great climbers. They have
long, hairless, prehensile tails and feet with an opposable hallux
(or thumb) that help them hold on to branches. Opossums are
known for feigning death, or pretending to be dead, whenever
they feel threatened or scared. This behavior is mostly displayed
by young opossums. Adults will bare their teeth, hiss, screech
or flee when threatened. Fortunately, the opossum didn’t feel
the need to display any of those crazy defense mechanisms
and although I was thrilled to see this adorable animal (yes I did
write adorable), I was even happier when it disappeared back
into the wild.
While I was away two major events happened close to home,
one was a near catastrophe, while the other was a strange
occurrence. First was the 200-acre Coastal Fire that devastated
a neighborhood in Laguna Niguel, just over the hill from
my home (and was visible from my back deck) and then a
mountain lion was spotted walking down Pacific Coast
Highway in Laguna Beach. The large cat was spotted about
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1:30am cruising
the main
thoroughfare
of town which
was bizarre.
Apparently,
this cat was
captured prowling an Irvine
shopping center a few months prior
and was collared then released back
Mountain Lion
into the wild so it was not its first foray
(Puma concolor)
into an urban area. The mountain lion,
who was dubbed M317, was successfully tranquilized by
a California Department of Fish and Wildlife biologist and
relocated. From the newsletter of Resource Manager Laura
Cohen at Laguna Coast Wilderness Park: “Mountain lions are
solitary and elusive, and typically avoid people by nature. Male
mountain lions have territories spanning 125 square miles.
Together, all of our local South Coast wilderness parks cover
only 31 square miles. A male mountain lion would need to
travel to Cleveland National Forest and back to have enough
space for a territory.” Some of our visitors expressed concern
about the possible presence of a mountain lion, but since
1868 (more than 150 years ago), there have been only about
126 mountain lion attacks in all of North America with only
27 fatalities. To put these numbers in perspective: about 4.5
million Americans are attacked by dogs every year; 6,00013,000 need hospitalization, and 30 to 50 die. About 3,300
Californians die in car accidents each year; 20 to 40 children
drown in swimming pools annually - and nearly every day an
American drowns in a bathtub, hot tub or spa.” In all my years

at Crystal Cove SP, we have heard many reports from visitors
that they saw a mountain lion, but no report has ever been
validated by photos or from evidence like scat, tracks, or even
remains of a kill. I have always reasoned it’s possible, just not
likely that a mountain lion may pass through the park, but this
situation certainly is cause to remind visitors to be cautious.
It’s a mystery why a cougar would venture out to urban areas
and neighborhoods, but wildlife experts say that as the human
population expands into mountain lion habitat, there will be
more frequent sightings.
As yesterday faded and the sun slipped away, I walked out on
my back deck for one final look at the natural world. The scent
of jasmine filled the air, the calls in the canyon from nocturnal
birds starting their shift rung out while mist and fog drifted
in. I heard a crunch in a clearing about 20 feet from the deck
which caused my head to swivel. I watched as a coyote made
it’s way along the brush. It stopped and caught my eye and we
looked at each other for a bit before it continued its journey. I
walked inside and told John about the encounter who told me
he had seen a bobcat amble by going the opposite direction.
I love living so close to wilderness and wildlife. As Vincent Van
Gogh said...

“Everywhere we look, the complex magic
of nature blazes before our eyes”
See you in the Park!
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